GEAR LIST
Attendance to all advance classes will require the following equipment:
1. Hearing Protection.
2. Eye protection.
3. Billed ball cap.
4. Serviceable weapon.
a. You will be responsible for ensuring that your weapon properly functions and is
serviceable before arrival.
b. Unsafe weapon- If your weapon is determined to be unsafe by the staff, you will
not be allowed to use it during the course. We currently have no extra weapons available
to rent or lend. Please ensure that your weapon is fully operational and safe.
5. Three magazines for each weapon.. (Four preferably).
6. A holster is required when firing on the range. The courses of fire are designed towards the
weapon being drawn from a concealed location. No holster - No shooting!
7. Clothing which covers your weapon as it is being carried concealed - You will be drawing
your weapon from a concealed location. Dress as if you would normally carry your weapon.
8. Both range locations are outdoors, please dress accordingly.
9. Targets are provided for the courses of fire. You may bring your own paper targets for
practice or purchase ours. (.50 each). Please inform us in advance that you request
additional range time before or afterwards so that we may make the appropriate
accommodations.
10. AMMUNITION: You will be responsible for providing your own ammunition.
a. 50 rounds for the CCW Pistol Qualification Course.
b. 50 rounds for the HR218 qualification for each weapon.
c. 300 rounds each for the CCW 2 or CCW 3
e. 300 rounds each for the PIMC 1 or PIMC 2
d. Practice (ball) ammunition only.
e. NO RELOADS
f. NO HOLLOW POINTS will be allowed for this course of fire while engaging metal
targets.
If you have any questions about the required equipment, please contact us before attending the
class.

